CONTAINER
TRACKER TICK L
FOR MONITORING
(NOT JUST) CONTAINERS
Do you own containers that are transported from one place to another? TICK L is a GPS tracker, that is
suitable for monitoring objects that you need to know the location of at least once a day. This is especially
suitable for all types of container but also for various other objects (mobile traffic lights, heavy wooden
tables e.g. in pubs, bee-hives, etc.). The tracker can be put inside monitored objects. We can also supply
a special metal holder for welding onto the surface of steel containers. The trackers are monitored using
the same mobile application as for TICK wireless trackers. Usually the mode “Periodic Wake-up” is used
for this tracker allowing the user to set how many times daily the GPS location should be sent.

MAIN ADVANTAGES:
Durable construction. Dust/dirt are not
problems. The tracker is waterproof

Battery status notification. Alerts to
inform of need to charge battery

No „power-off” button. This stops the
risk of deliberate deactivation

Simple operation using the mobile
application or web portal

Battery life of up to 3 years according
to frequency of GPS locating

Option to monitor surrounding
temperature

WHY SHOULD YOU HAVE THIS
• You know where your container is. This saves time that would otherwise be lost looking for it.
• If you have got a large number of containers it will make doing inventories easier.
• If someone steals a container you can find it again easily.
• Does an external firm transport your containers? You need to know when and where?
• Details of locations can be displayed in order to check if a container was where it was meant to be.

BATTERY LIFE (BETWEEN CHARGING)
In the “Periodic Wake - up” mode the tracker
wakes up at set intervals, takes its GPS location
sends this and then goes back to sleep.
Intervals for sending locations (wake up)
Every 60 minutes
Every 12 hours - guaranteed/theoretically
Every 24 hours - guaranteed/theoretically

Endurance (days)
200
1095/1743
1095/2714

ABM mode (Activated by Motion)
The time GPS is switched on for (ABM mode)

Endurance (days)

2 trips daily of 1 hour/trip

66

2 trips during 2 days of 1 hour/trip

127

2 trips weekly of 1 hour/trip

369

2 trips during 14 days of 1 hour/trip

594

2 trips monthly of 1 hour/trip

883

